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A finitely generated full Z-module in an algebraic number field is seen to have a 
“graphically periodic” expansion, which, in turn, leads to the fundamental units of 
the coeffkient ring. This generalizes the classical periodic simple continued fraction 
expansion of a real quadratic irrational. 
INTRODUCTION 
Lagrange established that the simple continued fraction of a real quadratic 
irrational is periodic and this leads to the fundamental unit of any given 
order in a real quadratic field. Jacobi tried to generalize this to cubic 
irrationals by means of a mixed continued fraction for pairs of real numbers. 
For a recent development along this line, see Bernstein [2]. Toward the end 
of the century, Voronoj invented a geometric method for finding units in 
cubic fields (see 151). But it was Minkowski 171 and [S] who made a 
fundamental contribution in this area by his invention of geometry of 
numbers (see also [ 61). On the basis of Minkowski’s work, Berwick [ 31 came 
up with a periodic expansion of an ideal in a real cubic field with complex 
conjugates leading to the fundamental unit of the field. What we present in 
this paper is a conceptual simplification and a generalization of Berwick’s 
method so that it is applicable to an arbitrary full module in an arbitrary 
algebraic number field having at least two archimedian yrime divisors. This 
leads to a “graphically periodic” expansion of a module (see the example), 
which, in turn, leads to fundamental units of the coefficient ring. In a real 
quadratic field, this corresponds to the classical periodic continued fraction 
expansion. Finally, we mention an application to the similarity problem for 
irreducible integer matrices and to the determination of their centralizers in 
SL(n, Z) as refered to in our paper [ 11. 
(1) Let K be an algebraic number field of degree n > 2. By a module we 
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shall mean a finitely generated full l-module in K. For the basic facts about 
modules, see (4, Chap. 2). We shall write 
u = (a, ,..., a,) 
to indicate that (a,,..., un) is a basis of the module U over L. Every module 
U is similar (or equivalent) to an integral module, i.e., there is y E K’ such 
that yU c Fi, the integers of K. In the rest we shall assume that all modules 
we mention are integral, i.e., contained in (“,. 
(2) Let U be a module. The norm NU is a positive rational integer and 
belongs to U. Let m(U) denote the least positive rational integer in U. Then 
we note the inequality 
where piI is the coefficient ring of 0: In fact, with a = m(U), apt; c U, and 
hence, 
NU< [Pti : U][U :aF(:] 
= Ir;i : (“l,ll/“,; : aP;.] = Nf”,, . a”. 
(3) Let U = (a,,..., a,). An element 
u =x,a, + ... +x,a,, XjEO, 
is said to be primitive if g.c.d. (x, ,..., x,J = 1. This does not depend on the 
choice of the basis. For example, m(U) is primitive. Any member of a basis 
is primitive. Conversely, it is clear that any primitive element of U can be 
extended to a basis of U. 
(4) Let U be a module. We say that a positive rational integer d divides 
U if U c dPx. U is said to be (rationally) primitive if U is not divisible by 
any rational integer > 1. Clearly every module is similar to a primitive 
module. 
(5) If U is primitive, then 
NU < m(U)“-’ NP,. 
Proof: Let a = m(U). In view of (2), it is sufficient to show that 
[U : aflU] > a. First assume that U c pU and U c! pot, for any rational prime 
p. Suppose [U : a@r,] < a. Then there is a rational prime p such that pk 
divides a but not [U : a&]. Put [U : a&] = p’b, (6, p) = 1, a = pi+‘c, where 
i > 0 and b, c E Z. Then for every a E U, p’ba = pi+‘@ for some p E /“co 
Since c/I E Ft,,, ba = py for some y E &. Since (b, p) = 1, we get that 
y/b E $. Thus U c pccPu, a contradiction. Now, in general, let b be the least 
positive rational integer such that bUc FL,. Then we claim that bU ti pPlz 
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for any rational prime p. In fact, suppose bUc pPI. for some p. By the 
choice of b, p does not divide p. But for every a E U, ba = p/I for some 
P E 1”(:. Since (b, p) = 1, we get that j3fb E Pti. Thus U c PC”,, a 
contradiction. This proves the claim. Clearly m(bU) = ba. Since phi. = /“r., 
applying the earlier result to blJ, we get that 
[U : aPl,] = (bU : baPr] > ba > u. 
(6) Let / I1 ,..., / Is be the normalized archimedian valuations on K. If oi 
is an isomorphism of K which corresponds to / Ii, then JaJi = la0i/61, where 
di = 1 or 2. Given a basis (a, ,..., a,) of K over Q, the function 
on R” is said to represent ( Ii with respect to the basis. In the rest we assume 
that s > 2, i.e., the imaginary quadratic fields are excluded. 
(7) Let U be a module. Given &i ,..., E, > 0, the number of u E U such 
that Iuji < si for all i is finite. In fact, if U= (a, ,..., a,). then the elements of 
U are represented by the integral points in R”. Since the region in R” defined 
by the inequalities cpi(X) ,< si is bounded, the remark follows. 
(8) Let a, ,4E K. If lali < I& for all i and /alj < lplj for some j, then 
lali < lpli for all i. 
Proof: Consider y = a//I and suppose (yli < 1 for all i, lylj < 1, and 
lylk = 1 for somej and k. We may assume that k = 1, i.e., / Ik corresponds to 
the identity on K. If K is real, then / yI = 1 and y = * 1 and / yli = 1 for all i. 
Thus K is complex. Then yv = 1 y12 = 1 and hence (NY)~ = NyNy = Nl = 1. 
Thus ]NJI = 1. But lNy\ = jy/, ... lyJ, < 1, a contradiction, 
(9) Let U be a module. A nonzero element p E U is called a convergent 
to U if U contains no u # 0 such that I uli ( (pIi for all i. The existence of 
convergents is clear from (7). A convergent is primitive and hence can be 
extended to a basis of U. 
(10) For any yEKX, as p ranges over the convergents to U, y/j ranges 
over the convergents to yU. In particular, if E E r”:, the units of Pt., then as 
p ranges over the convergents to U, so does EP. 
(11) If p is a convergent to U, then 
I NP I < WY NU v’% 
where r is the number of complex divisors of K and D, is the absolute value 
of the discriminant of K. This is an immediate consequence of the 
Minkowski’s theorem about convex symmetric regions in R”. 
(12) Let p be a convergent to U. A number ,u E K” is called a multiplier 
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of U at p if ,up E L and ,ulJ is primitive. For any convergent p to CJ, a 
multiplier of U at p exists and is unique up to f 1. 
Proof GivenaEK”, let y/(u)=Na/aEK”. IfaE/C;,, then v(u)EYi. 
Consider the module vi/@) U and let d be the largest positive rational integer 
which divides I&) U and let p = t&)/d E K ‘. Then ,uU is primitive and 
pp = Np/d E Z!. Let p, and ,u, be any two multipliers of U at p; ,u,p = ui E ,J 
and Vi =piU are primitive. Take b, and b, E Z such that b,a, = bzaz and 
(b,, b,) = 1. Then b,p, = b,,uu, and hence 6, V, = 6, V?. Since (b, , bz) = 1 
and Vi are primitive, we get that 1 b, / = /b, 1 and hence P, = &pz. 
(13) Given a convergent p to 0: if p is the multiplier of U at p. then the 
module ,uU is called the derived module of U at p and is denoted by UO. 
Since flp E B is a convergent to U,. it is primitive and hence lpp 1 = m( U,, ). 
Note that if U is primitive and a = m(U) is a convergent to U, then the 
multiplier of U at a is 1 and U, = 0: 
(14) For any y E Kx and for any convergent p to U, 
(NJ), = u,. 
In fact, let p be the multiplier of U at p; pp E L and U, =,uU. Consider 
p’ = ,u/y. Since p’yp = ,up E 2’ and p’yU = ,uU is primitive, P’ is the multiplier 
of yU at yp and we have the equality. 
(15 ) In particular, for any two convergents p, and p2 to U, if p, is the 
multiplier of U at p,, then 
UC = (UP,),,.:. 
Also if E E p;i, then for any convergent p to U, U, = UO. 
(16) For any module (I, the number of distinct derived modules of U is 
bounded by a computable number depending on U. 
Proof Let p be any convergent to U and U, =pU, pup E .l. Since 
M( U,) = Jpp j is a convergent to U, 
m(u,)” = INCup) < (WY NUo 6 
by (1 I ). Since U, - U (similar), PI,, = Pr;. Since U, is primitive, 
NU, < m(Up)n-’ N(“tV 
by (5). Thus 
m(u,,) < WY NC, dDR. 
Feeding this back into the line above, we get that 
NU, < (2/n)““- ” NP;, JO;.- ‘. 
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This gives a computable bound on the number of distinct derived modules 
u, of u. 
(17) Given modules U and V, U - V if and only if U, = V, for some 
derived modules. 
Proof. The sufficiency is clear. Suppose U - V, say V = ‘JU, y E K’ . Let 
p be a convergent to U. Then u = yp is a convergent to V and P’, = U, 
by (141. 
(18) According to the proof of (17), we see that the sets of derived 
modules of U and V are either identical or disjoint. 
(19) We now consider the problem of finding all the derived modules of 
a given module U. We assume that U is given in terms of a basis. In fact, for 
the purpose of easy identification of modules, we can agree to choose a basis 
as follows. Fix an integral basis 
Then we have a unique basis 
u = (a, a2 ,.... a,) 
of the form 
a=a, 
a, = a,, + a2n w2 + ... + a, w, 
with 
0 < aij < ai for j > i > 0. 
Note that a, = m(U). 
(20) First we note how to find the derived module U, of U at a given 
convergent p. Extend p to a basis of U; 
I/ = (p, a2 ,..., a,). 
Compute I&) = Np/p and consider 
NP, v@> a2 y.-3 w@) a,. 
Find the largest divisor d of Np which divides all the integers w@) ai of K. 
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Then with p = it&)/d, 
U, = ,ulJ = Cup, ,ua,,..., pa,). 
(21) Let I/= (a,,..., Us). Let J be a nonempty proper subset of 
{ 1, 2..... S) and let cj > 0 be given for j E J. The following procedure enables 
us to find a convergent p to U such that 
IPlj < Ej for all j E J. 
Choose ci for i @ J such that 
Then find all integral points in the region in IF’” defined by the inequalities 
(pL(X) < Ed. By Cramer’s rule, we can compute bounds on the components xi 
of X in the region. At least one of these integral points represents a 
convergent to U and we know which one to choose by looking at the 
values fpr(X). 
(22) Call two distinct convergents p, and pz to U neighbors (of each 
other) if U contains no u # 0 such that 
14i < max~lP~li~ IPzliI for all i. 
For any yEKX, if p, and p2 are neighbors to U, then yp, and yp2 are 
neighbors to yU. 
(23) The following procedure enables us to find all the neighbors of a 
given convergent p. to U. Given i = l,..., S, consider u E U such that 
l4j < IP0l.i for all j f i. 
Among such elements U, choose one such that ) u Ii is minimum and denote it 
by pi. Then it is clear that pi is a convergent to U and is a neighbor of pO; 
call pi an i-principal rzeighbor of po. Of course, lpili > Ip&. Now find all 
u E U such that 
I4i G IPili for all i. 
Claim that all neighbors of p,, are found among these. In fact, let p be 
neighbor of p,, such that Ipli > lpili for some i. Then 
IPA < max~lpolk~ 1~1~1 for all k, 
a contradiction. 
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(24) Given distinct convergents p, and pz to U, connect them by an 
“edge” if they are neighbors. This make the set G of all convergents to U an 
infinite graph. We claim that G is connected. 
Proof: Given distinct p, and p? E G, let S@,, p7) be the set of u E CT such 
that u # 0 and 
I4 < mWlp,L IPAA for all i. 
S@,,pz) is a finite subset of U. If S@, ,pz) is empty. then p, and pz are 
neighbors. Suppose S@, ,pz) is not empty. Then S@, ,pz) contains a 
convergent to U. Let p E G n S@, , p?). Then clearly S@, , p) c S(p, . pz). 
Since p 6Z S@, . p), S@, , p) is a proper subset of S@, ,p:). Likewise S@, pz) 
is a proper subset of S@,,pz). Thus by induction on the size of S@, .pJ we 
conclude that p, and pz are connected. 
(25) Let pi and pz be convergents to U. If U,, = U,,, then there is a one- 
to-one correspondence between the neighbors oi of p, and the neighbors u2 of 
pz so that if ui and uz correspond, then U,, = U,,. 
Proof. Let pi be the multiplier of U at pi, so that piU = U,, == V and 
,uipi = m(V) is a convergent to V. If CJ, is a neighbor of p, to U, then p,o, is 
neighbor of m(V) to V and o2 =pU; ‘p, u, is a neighbor of pz to U, i.e., the 
neighbors ui of p, and u2 of pz correspond by means of the relation 
BY (14). 
vu, = vJp,L,o, = (q&7~ = uo,. 
(26) Since the total number of derived modules of U is finite, in view of 
(25). if we label each vertex p of the graph G by the derived module [Jo, then 
we get a periodic graph D of derived modules of U. If s = 2, then the graph 
is a periodic chain. 
(27) Givenp,andp,EG.UO,=U,zifandonlyifp,p;’E~;’. 
ProoJ: If p,p;’ E P;, then U,, = U,: by (15). Conversely, suppose 
UD, = UPi Let pi be the multiplier of U at pi. Then p,p, =p?p!. Since 
~,u=iUZu,p,p;‘=ill;‘~2E/C”~. 
(28) Let p. E G. Given p = cpo, E E P,1, consider the minimal paths in 
G from p. to p. Let H be the set of E E I”: such that every minimal path 
from p. to epo contains no p’ E PGp, other than p,, and cpo. Then every unit 
E E P; is a product of units in H. 
ProoJ Let E E P’c . If E & H, then there is a minima1 path in G from p,, 
to p = cpo which contains some p, = c,p,, E, E PC, other than p0 and p. The 
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path from p,, to pi is minimal and is shorter than the path from p0 to p. Thus 
by induction on the length of a minimal path, E, is a product of units in H. 
Next consider p’ = F ; ‘p. The path from p, to p is translated to a minimal 
path from p0 = E 1 ‘p, to p' = E ,- 'cpO. By induction, E ; ‘c is a product of units 
in H. Thus E is a product of units in H. 
(29) The subset H of F[z produced in (28) is finite and is a set of 
generators of Y ,1. From H we can select a root of unity and s - 1 units 
which form a basis of P”;:. 
(30) EXAMPLE. K=Q(@, t7-30- 1 =O. s=3. /T;i=(l,&tY’). 
Consider the module U = (2, 20,19’). 2 - e2 is a convergent to U with the 
multiplier 1 + 6, - t92 and the derived module 
U” = ( I. 28,282). 
p,, = 1 is a convergent to U, (with the multiplier 1). If p is a convergent to 
U,, then so is -p (with the same multiplier). Thus if we mention p, we do 
not bother to mention -p. In the following, pi denotes a convergent to (/,, 
and pi denotes the multiplier of U, at pi. The last column gives the derived 
modules, which are identified below. The following 18 convergents are the 
neighbors of po: the first three are the principal neighbors (cf. (23)). 
p, = 1+40+28’ 
p2 = 3 + 68 - de2 
p3 = 17 + 26 - 68’ 
p4 = 1 + 2e-2ez 
P5 = 7 - 2e2 
P h = 3+28 
p, = 1+2&J 
pa = 3+2e-282 
P Y = 5 - 2e2 
p,. = I + 48 - 282 
p,,= 11 +20-48’ 
plz= l-26-29? 
PI3 = 28 + 282 
P 14 = 48 - 2e2 
P I = 7 - 2e? 
P2 = 3 + 28 
,u3 = 1+2e-2e2 
P J = 17+20-6@2 
,u5 = 1 + 48 + 202 
‘Uh = 3 + 60-40’ 
P , = 11 +20-48’ 
iu 8 = l-28-28? 
,uc,= 1+48-28’ 
P 10 = 5 - 2e2 
P ,,= 1+28 
P ,2= 3+28-282 
,u,3= 5f e-29? 
P ,J= l- 8- Q2 
u,, 
UC, 
f-J,, 
u,, 
UC, 
UC, 
u, 
u, 
C’, 
U? 
u2 
u2 
u3 
u, 
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p,?= 12+2y-48’ ,u,5= 1+28- ox u, 
Plh = 28 iu Ih = 3 - 02 u, 
P ,,= 4+28-28' pl,= 1+ 0 u3 
Pls= 4 -2@ /lulx= lf d- 8’ u, 
U,=(3, 60, 2 + 28+ 20') 
u, = (3, 1 + 20, 1 + 26?) 
u, = (2, 1 + 0, 2Q’) 
uJ=(2,28, 1+0+6’) 
u, =(2, 20, 1 + 0’) 
The derived module of U, at pi for i = 1, 2. 3, 4, 5, 6 is U,,. Thus each of 
these convergents has 18 neighbors and they are ,u; ‘pi for j = 1, 2,..., 18. 
The neighbors of 3 to U, are 
11 +28-402, 1 -2O- 20*, i +4e-202, 
4 $46202, 8+28-4d2, 4-28-282. 
Multiplying ,u;‘, ,u;‘, pum’ to these, we get the neighbors of p,, pg. pv to U,,: 
they are 
P7 : pal p13 P~~P~~= 281. ~~~~~~~~ 
Px: Ps. PO? P23 PI43 pzo= 4-w PI73 
P9 : p3.ph, PO, ~1x3 ~15% pz,=8 + 20-~33~. 
The multiplier of U, at 4 + 40 - 20’ is (3 + 8 - 02)/3 and the derived 
module there is U,. From this we get 
PIY = 282 p,9=9+ O-38' I/, 
pzo = 4 - 20 /l~,=1$28+ o2 u, 
p2, = 8 + 28 - 213~ ,uuz, = 1 + 30 - 202 U, 
The neighbors of 3 to Uz are 5 - 28*, 1 $ 20, 3 + 29 - 202. These give the 
neighbors of 
Plo: PO?PJ? Pz: PII: P3. PO1 Psi Pl2: Ph, PI, PO’ 
The neighbors of 2 to CT, are 5 t 19 - 28’. 1 + 8, 1 - 8. These give the 
neighbors of 
P13: PO? PI9 P7; Pl7: PS5PO,PR: P2l: P33 Ph? PY. 
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FK. I. A portion of graph G. 
The neighbors of 2 to CT, are 1 - 6, - O’, 1 + 0 - t?‘, 3 + 0 - 0’. These 
give the neighbors of 
Pl4: PO? P2* Psi PlflI Ph? PO- PY; Ply: PI? PJq P7. 
The neighbors of 2 to U, are 1 + 20 - O’, 3 - 02, 1 - 0’. These give the 
neighbors of 
Pls: PO. P3, Psi P16: P4* PO3 P7; Pzlt: P2qP5,Pn. 
We can now conclude that U has 6 derived modules U,, I/,, U,, U,, U,, 
U,. A portion of the graph G (cf. (24)) is shown in Fig. 1. The labels in the 
parentheses indicate the derived modules of U, giving rise to a periodic graph 
D (cf. (26)). 
Now consider the minimal paths in G from p. = 1 to various p E G such 
that U, = U, (cf. (28)). There are 6 of them. Thus 
H= (P,, ~23 ~3, ~43~53 PC/. 
From this we see that any two of p,. pz, p3 constitute a basis of yI 
(together with -1). 
(31) Application. As mentioned in 111, the result of this paper has an 
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application to the similarity problem for the integer matrices. For example. 
consider the matrix 
The characteristic polynomial of A is 
f(f) = t” - 1%’ + 39t - 17 
and this has three real zeros 
/I = 1 + 28 + 20*, B3 - 38 - 1 = 0. 
K = a(n) = Q(S) and X = (2, 28, 0’)’ is an eigenvector of A belonging to 1. 
Thus an associated module is U = (2, 20, 0’) considered in (30). Given 
another matrix B of the same characteristic polynomial f(t), compute one 
derived module V,, of an associated module I/’ of B. Then B is similar to A 
over GL(3. .s!) if and only if k’, is one of the six derived modules (ii of U. 
Also from 
p,.2=~.2+4.2e+4.0*, 
p,.2H=2.2+1.28+8.%‘, 
p, . 0: = 2. 2 + 7 . 28 + I . t?, 
and 
/I,. 20= 3 . 28 + 4. o*, 
p, ’ 8* = 1 . 2 + 3 . 20 + 3 . l9*, 
we conclude that the centralizer of A in GL(3, Z) is generated by -Z and 
(32) Finally, we remark that, in case K is a real quadratic field, given a 
module U = (m, 0), where m E Z, m > 0, 0 E (“h, the derived modules of U 
can be obtained via the simple continued fraction of CL = ,9/m. Let CY~ + , ,..., (I, 
be the complete list of distinct reduced complete quotients of a. For each ui, 
k < i < 1, let m, be the least positive rational integer such that miai E r;i. 
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Then with 0, = miai, Ui = (m,, Bi) for k < i < 1 are the complete list of the 
derived modules of U. This remark shows that what we have is a 
generalization of this classical case. 
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